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Snap-on APOLLO-D9 Wins MOTOR Top 20 Tools Award 
 
 
LINCOLNSHIRE, Ill., Sept. 22, 2021 – Snap-on® announces its APOLLO-D9

™ scan tool has 
won a MOTOR Top 20 Tools Award. It was chosen by industry peers, through an online voting 
system, as a new product with innovative features that help technicians diagnose and repair 
vehicles correctly, the first time. 
 
APOLLO-D9

 helps technicians find the right fix to get the job done. Working smarter means 
getting answers faster than ever without unnecessary information stealing focus from the job at 
hand. With access to Fast-Track® Intelligent Diagnostics, technicians are provided with pre-
filtered codes and vehicle-specific data that is constantly updated and a diagnostic workflow that 
helps them make quick and confident repairs. SureTrack® provides verified parts replacement 
records and Real Fixes are harvested from millions of successful repairs. It also offers common 
procedures, specs and service interval sets, along with patented Smart Data for relevant vehicle 
and code-specific PIDs with known good values. 
 
APOLLO-D9 has a four-way thumb pad for quick navigation, a nine-inch capacitive color 
touchscreen display for easy viewing and five GHz wireless compatibility. Its fast boot-up, as 
well as one-touch code scan and clear, enables technicians to move quickly from start to print. 
 
To learn more about any of Snap-on’s diagnostic solutions, talk to a Snap-on representative or 
visit www.snapon.com/diagnostics. 
 
About Snap-on Diagnostics: 
Snap-on Diagnostics is part of Snap-on Incorporated, leading global innovator, manufacturer 
and marketer of tool, diagnostic and equipment solutions for professional tool users. Products 
are sold through its franchised dealer van, company-direct sales and distributor channels, as 
well as over the Internet.  Founded in 1920, Snap-on is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin.  
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